
Supreme Court of Florida 
CASE NO.: SCI6-1470 
IN RE: AMENDMENTS TO THE RULES REGULATING THE FLORIDA 
BAR- 
SUBCHAPTER 4-7 (LAWYER REFERRAL SERVICES) 

The Florida Supreme Court 
do Clerk of the Court 
500 S. Duval St. 
Tallahassee FL 32399-1927 

re: Public Comment on SCI6-1470 August 16, 2016 

LAWYER REFERRAL SERVICE RULE PROPOSED AMENDMENTS 
(RULE REG. FLA. BAR 4-7.22) 

I object to the new proposed rule on lawyer referral services. The 
proposed rule ignores the prior ruling by the Florida Supreme Court in 
SCI4-2126. In that prior ruling the Supreme Court paid special attention to 
the recommendations of The Special Committee that was convened by the 
Florida Bar to make recommendations for changes to the existing rule. 

The very first and most important recommendation was as follows: 

1. A lawyer shall not accept client referrals from any person, entity, or 
service that also refers or attempts to refer clients to any other type of 
professional service for the same incident, transaction or circumstance and 
shall furthermore be prohibited from referring a client to any other 
professional service in consideration of the lawyers receipt of referrals from 
any lawyer referral service. (SCI4-2126,September 24, 2015, Supreme 
Court of Florida, page 5, middle of page). 

The Supreme Court stated. "Rather than follow the first recommendation 
(above), the Board Review committee proposed amendments to rule 4-7.22 
that continue to allow lawyers to accept referrals from referral services that 
also refer clients to other businesses for services arising out of the same 
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incident. (SCI4-2126. September 24, 2015, Supreme Court of Florida 
page 5, last paragraph). 

The Supreme Court then went on to state "we have carefully reviewed the 
final report of the Special Committee and conclude that the public is at 
significant risk from for-profit lawyer referral services that also refer clients 
to other businesses". (SCI4-2126. September 24, 2015, Supreme Court 
of Florida page 6, first paragraph). 

The Supreme court then went on to discuss the dangers of referral services 
that are not lawyer owned, and instructed the Florida Bar to propose 
amendments to rule 4-7.22 that preclude Jawyers from accepting referrals 
from any lawyer referral service that is not owned or operated by a member 
of the bar. (SCI4-2 126. September 24, 2015, Supreme Court of Florida 
page 6, last paragraph). 

CONFLICT BETWEEN THE COURT RECOMMENDATION AND NEW 
PROPOSED BAR. RULE 4-7.22. 

There were essentially two significant recommendations made by the 
Supreme Court in SCI4-2 126. 

First: That a lawyer referral service shall not also make referrals to any 
other type of professional service for the same incident. 

Second: That a lawyer referral service shall not be owned or operated by a 
non-lawyer. 	. 

The new proposed lawyer referral service rule (Rule reg. Fla. Bar 4-7.22) 
completely ignores both of the Supreme Court recommendations. 

First, the proposed rule provides only that a qualifying provider would be 
banned from requiring lawyers to provide cross referrals to other provider 
services such as those that offer medical as Well as legal referrals. 
However, the rule does not prohibit the qualifying providers from making 
referrals to other services, such as medical clinics. This was a very 
significant recommendation in the Supreme court's ruling, and completely 
left out of the new rule 4-7.22. The Supreme Court specifically had stated 



We conclude that the public is at significant risk from for profit lawyer 
referral services that also refer clients to other businesses". 

Second, the proposed rule eliminates the requirement that a lawyer referral 
service be Owned by only lawyers. The argument in support claims that the 
bar already has regulatory authority over lawyers. However the bar does 
not have regulatory authority over non lawyers, and as such by not 
requiring that lawyer referral services be owned by lawyers, is giving up its 
ability to directly regulate lawyer referral services. 

Finally, the new proposed rule appears to have "thrown the baby out with 
the bath water" and gutted several other important safeguards of the 
former rule, including the requirement that (1) participating lawyers carry 
mal practice insurance (2) disclaimers in ads that the provider is a lawyer 
referral service (3) disclaimer in ads that lawyers pay to participate (4) 
quarterly reporting to the Florida Bar. In addition the new rule eliminates the 
word lawyer referral service and replaces it with qualified provider. With 
regard to elimination of disclaimers, the board stated that the public already 
knows referral services get paid by lawyers that participate. 

CONCLUSION 

The Supreme Court's Order in SCI4-2126, September 24, 2015 was clear 
and succinct and made several important recommendations that-the Florida 
Bar Board of Governors have clearly ignored. 

The new proposed rule does nothing to address the problem of lawyer 
referral services also making referrals to other businesses also operated by 
the owner of the referral service or to medical providers. This was one of 
the main concerns of the Special Committee and of the Supreme Court. 

Further, the new proposed rule takes away a several safeguards, such as 
advising the public that an organization is a lawyer referral service, and that 
lawyers pay to participate, or the requirement of mal practice insurance. 
There is no logical explanation as to why taking away these requirements 
benefit the general public. Finally changing the terminology from lawyer 
referral service to qualified provider will only serve to confuse and possibly 
mislead the general public even further. 



On that basis, as a Florida Lawyer and member of the public hereby submit 
my comments and objections to the new proposed rule 4-7.22. 

Charles D. Scott 
Attorney and Member of the Florida Bar 
Bar #972843 
4755 Central Ave 
St. Petersburg, Fl 33713 
727-321-0099 

Served: 

JOHN F. HARKNESS JR. 


